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Probabilistic Segmentation and Targeted Exploration
of Objects in Cluttered Environments

Herke van Hoof, Oliver Kroemer, and Jan Peters

Abstract—Creating robots that can act autonomously in dy-
namic, unstructured environments requires dealing with novel
objects. Thus, an off-line learning phase is not sufficient for rec-
ognizing and manipulating such objects. Rather, an autonomous
robot needs to acquire knowledge through its own interaction
with its environment, without using heuristics encoding human
insights about the domain. Interaction also allows information
that is not present in static images of a scene to be elicited. Out of
a potentially large set of possible interactions, a robot must select
actions that are expected to have the most informative outcomes
to learn efficiently. In the proposed bottom-up, probabilistic
approach, the robot achieves this goal by quantifying the expected
informativeness of its own actions in information-theoretic terms.
We use this approach to segment a scene into its constituent
objects. We retain a probability distribution over segmentations.
We show that this approach is robust in the presence of noise
and uncertainty in real-world experiments. Evaluations show that
the proposed information-theoretic approach allows a robot to
efficiently determine the composite structure of its environment.
We also show that our probabilistic model allows straightforward
integration of multiple modalities, such as movement data and
static scene features. Learned static scene features allow for
experience from similar environments to speed up learning for
new scenes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many tasks require the recognition and manipulation of
objects. Therefore, it is essential that robots assisting humans
have such capabilities. Since human environments are unstruc-
tured, open-ended and dynamic, relying on a pre-specified
database of possible objects is most likely insufficient. Rather,
robots should learn about novel objects they encounter.

Supervised learning methods have been used to acquire ob-
ject models, e.g. [1–4]. However, such methods rely on a pre-
structured data set provided by human teachers, limiting the
applicability to newly encountered objects. Additionally, such
objects often occur in clutter, whereas classical approaches
require the object to be isolated, or segmented by a (human)
teacher [2–5]. This requirement is usually not fulfilled when
encountering objects in real, cluttered environments where
such segmentations are not available.

Therefore, methods that can segment cluttered scenes are
required as starting point for learning about the objects at
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Figure 1: We use a Mitsubischi PA-10 robot arm equipped
with a force-torque sensor and an RGBD camera. The robot
autonomously interacts with its environment to segment a
scene into objects.

hand [6, 7]. Such methods should be robust to noise and uncer-
tainty (e.g., as induced by sensor- or manipulation failures and
occlusions). Furthermore, minimizing the use of heuristics and
hand-tuning makes the system more autonomous, by reducing
the dependency on human time and effort.

In this paper, we use a part-based approach to object seg-
mentation. We use the robot’s interaction with its environment
to resolve segmentation ambiguities and to model objects
robustly. Whereas most current work on robotic scene segmen-
tation focuses on finding a single most likely segmentation,
our approach retains a probability distribution over possible
segmentations. We will evaluate this approach on real-world
segmentation problems.

This probabilistic approach makes segmentation more ro-
bust to noise, and endows the robot with knowledge about the
uncertainty in its model. Such knowledge can be exploited
to choose the most informative action out of many possible
actions using information-theoretic insights, whereas most
recent work relied on prior training or human-crafted heuristics
and domain knowledge. We will show that this criterion helps
the robot to learn efficiently.

Extending our past work [8], we define a new probabilistic
model that allows motion clues to be integrated with static vi-
sual clues in a principled manner. Parameters of the likelihood
model of the visual clues are learned from data rather than
tuned by hand, allowing the robot to transfer knowledge from
previous scenes to the current task. We will show that using
static visual clues in addition to motion information will enable
our system to determine scene segmentations substantially
faster.
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II. RELATED WORK

To learn the properties of novel objects in cluttered scenes,
segmenting those images is usually a required first step [6, 7].
In this section, we will review various approaches to the
scene segmentation problem and contrast our approach to this
prior work. First, we will discuss methods that work with
one or more static images. Subsequently, we will discuss
several interactive approaches to solving this problem. Finally,
we highlight a few important aspects of the problem and
how these are addressed in prior work: dealing with noise
and uncertainty, integrating visual with interactive clues, and
efficient exploration.

A. Non-interactive visual segmentation

Traditional segmentation approaches take a single image as
input, using clues such as contrast, texture, or color [9]. If
3D-data is available, 3D features such as surface normals or
curvature might additionally be exploited [10, 11]. However,
visual or spatial boundaries need not always correspond to
object boundaries [12, 13], so not all ambiguities can be
resolved [12, 14–16]. An alternative is to look at video
streams [17]; however, in real-robot setups there may be too
much (self-)occlusion for this strategy to be viable. Alterna-
tively, a set of images containing the same objects [18–20]
is analyzed together. For example, co-segmentation and co-
recognition methods [19, 20] find image segments that occur
in multiple images, usually with different backgrounds. Multi-
scene analysis [18], on the other hand, finds objects that moved
between scenes with the same background.

In these approaches, the robot or system is a passive
observer: it uses static images or waits for the environment
to change. To learn autonomously, however, it is beneficial
for a robot to cause its own changes in the environment.

B. Interactive perception for object segmentation

Physical interaction with objects through pushing, grasping,
or lifting enables a robot to learn about them. For learning how
actions change the state of objects [13, 15, 21–24], interaction
is even required, as the necessary information is not present
in static (visual) data.

For learning the appearance and shape of individual ob-
jects [15, 25–28], interaction can also be helpful. Through
interaction, a robot can obtain multiple views of a scene (for
approaches like [18]) autonomously. Besides, knowing what
action was performed helps the robot to interpret ambiguous
observations, such as movement of an object of interest when
there is background movement as well [7].

To avoid the segmentation problem, objects can be phys-
ically separated from clutter by grasping [22, 27–30]. Au-
tonomously grasping novel objects, however, is non-trivial
by itself and frequently requires knowledge of the object’s
geometry. Such knowledge is not present for novel objects.

An alternative to grasping is non-prehensile manipula-
tion such as pushing. Employing non-prehensile manipula-
tion for object segmention was pioneered by Fitzpatrick and
Metta [15]. Their robot swept its arm across its workspace to

detect objects using image differencing. Li and Kleeman [6]
refined this method using short, accurate pushes targeted at
near-symmetrical objects. The accuracy of segmentations can
be increased by accumulating information over time [14].

These image differencing techniques estimate object mem-
bership per pixel. To estimate movement direction, a part
based representation using an initial over-segmentation can be
used [7]. In a subsequent stage, movement and object mem-
bership can be estimated for each of these parts. Alternative
approaches use algorithms such as iterative closest point (ICP)
to determine whether the tracked point cloud is a single rigid
object [12, 31], or estimate the movement of trackable visual
features [13, 16, 25, 31–33].

Interactive approaches offer powerful clues and enhanced
robot autonomy. Therefore, we will employ an interactive
segmentation method in our approach.

C. Dealing with noise and clutter

Data coming from robot sensors is frequently noisy and may
be incomplete. The possibility of co-movement of multiple
objects in cluttered scenes means that observed movement
data may often be ambiguous. Thus, with a limited amount of
experience, there is uncertainty about the true segmentation.
Many of the discussed approaches do not handle occlusion and
co-movement as they deal with only one object of interest,
e.g., [6, 7, 15]. Noise is often ignored [14, 15] or handled
by requiring objects to move as rigid bodies during one or
multiple actions [12, 16, 19, 33]. In these approaches, it is not
clear how to deal with uncertainty, e.g., from occlusions or
with pushes resulting in multiple adjacent objects moving as
according to the same homogeneous transform.

The minimization of inconsistent movement is an alternative
approach [18]. This approach assumed objects are connected
components, which does not always hold in the presence of
clutter and occlusions. Beale et al. [7] employed a probabilistic
method for correlating a segment’s movement with that of the
end-effector, but considered only a single object of interest.

Defining a probability distribution over the complete set
of possible segmentations of all objects in the scene means
that uncertainty can be quantified properly. We expect such an
approach to result in robustness in the presence of failures and
occlusion. Knowing the uncertainty also allows actions to be
selected more robustly. For example, when grasping an object,
parts whose object membership is uncertain can be avoided.
Therefore, in our approach, we will define a probability
distribution over all possible segmentations of the scene to
deal with noise and uncertainty. We will show that such an
approach can be effectively used for scene segmentation.

D. Combining interaction and visual clues

Interaction can yield powerful clues, but might take a
substantial amount of time. In contrast, visual segmentation
clues may be ambiguous but are instantly available. Combining
both kinds of clues can potentially reduce the interaction time
needed to obtain good segmentations.

For example, Katz et al. [13] used hand-tuned predic-
tors based on compactness and appearance, in addition to
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co-movement of features. Bergström et al. [16] combined
rigid motion clues with color- and disparity clues, whereas
Schiebener et al. [25] validated hypotheses based on proximity
and shared parametric surfaces using co-movement. Hausman
et al. [33] used visual features to generate hypotheses, and to
reconstruct a dense model from clustered feature points.

The methods discussed in the previous paragraph used
visual features to create hypotheses that were tested by in-
teraction [16, 25, 33] or to modify binary potentials between
parts [13]. Instead, a probabilistic approach offers a principled
way to integrate noisy clues from multiple sources. Likelihood
terms based on different clues can than be integrated in a
principled manner. Learning the parameters of the likelihood
model from past experience enables knowledge transfer be-
tween different scenes and avoids hand-tuning.

In this paper, we will consequently extend the approach
proposed in Sec. II-C with factors corresponding to static scene
properties detected by the visual system. We will show that this
information speeds up the segmentation process substantially.

E. Efficient learning with informed exploration
In cluttered environments, many different explorative ac-

tions are possible. Not all of these actions are equally in-
formative, so that carefully selecting informative actions may
decrease the amount of interaction time needed. Surprisingly,
all methods discussed in Sec. II-B employed actions that
were selected at random, or according to fixed schemes and
heuristics. Fixed actions were applied in scenarios with only
a single object, and hence such approaches cannot deal with
cluttered environments. Heuristics rely on human insights into
the problem domain, and as such are not at all guaranteed to
work in different domains or unforeseen situations. An excep-
tion is the approach of Hausman et al. [33], where actions are
chosen based on the probability that the proposed object is
the result of over- or under-segmentation. This probability is
determined based only on the number of segments assigned
to that object, and does not take the likelihood of plausible
alternatives into account.

Rather than relying on human cleverness to tweak heuristics,
it would be preferable to use general principles that allow the
robot to adapt to new situations autonomously. Principles from
information theory, for example, can be used to quantify the
informativeness of possible actions. For example, perceptual
parameters can be chosen to maximize the informativeness of
observations [34–37], often after prior training on a specific
set of objects or using a physics simulator.

There are several examples of information-theoretic ap-
proaches to interactive perception. For example, Krainin et
al. employed a next-best-view algorithm based on information
gain to select the best viewpoint for in-hand object model-
ing [26]. This approach assumes the robot knows the objects
in its environment sufficiently well to grasp them. Similarly,
Sushkov and Sammut [38] selected interactions using the
expected information gain, based on discrete sets of possible
actions and models provided by a human and training in a
physics simulator.

Informative actions can also be found by selecting actions
that were successful in uncovering new object properties in

Figure 2: Every scene is processed using our part-based
approach: (1,2) Known parts are recognized using stored
appearance characteristics and new parts are extracted from
regions that have not been seen yet. (3) Movement of known
parts (shown in gray) is detected based on the distance between
their current and past locations. (4) By merging part models
according to the inferred partitioning, a partitioning of parts
is determined, corresponding to a segmentation of the scene.

similar situations in the past. Katz et al. [39], for example, esti-
mated the value of actions for exploring the kinematic structure
of articulated objects using Q-learning. Their approach used
a human-crafted, domain-specific representation to generalize
past experiences to the current situation.

In our approach, knowledge of the uncertainty of the scene’s
segmentation is captured in a probabilistic model. We can
exploit this knowledge to calculate the (approximate) expected
information gain of possible actions, without additional hand-
tuning. We will use this criterion as a principled way to
select informative explorative actions, and show that using
such actions improves performance in an example task.

III. PROBABILISTIC SEGMENTATION AND MODELING

In environments cluttered with novel objects, the correct
segmentation of the scene into its constituent objects is ini-
tially unknown. Hence, appearance characteristics cannot be
attributed to the correct object, posing challenges to tracking.
We rather attribute appearance characteristic and movement to
local regions called ‘parts’. This part-based approach allows
the resulting motion of an action to be estimated at the object
level, which prevents problems associated with estimating
such movement at a pixel level [7]. In Sec. III-A and III-B,
our approach to obtaining and tracking such regions will be
explained. By using the part-based model, the segmentation
problem is reduced to finding out how the parts are grouped
into objects. How this partitioning is learned by interacting
with objects is detailed in Sec. III-C and IV-D. Finally,
Sec. III-E describes how actions can be selected to maximize
the expected information gain. Fig. 2 illustrates this process.

A. Part extraction and description

We initialize parts using a three-dimensional grid covering
the observed point cloud. Each of these grid points (‘center
points’) defines a part consisting of all points within a fixed
radius of these center points. Parts may overlap each other. As
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objects are pushed, previously obscured points of the object
surface can become visible. If such points are not within the
radius of existing parts, a new part center can be generated at
its location. If the radius is set too large, a single part could
span multiple objects. On the other hand, setting it too small
results in unnessecarily many parts, driving up computational
requirements. A radius of 6 cm worked sufficiently well in our
experiments, as this radius corresponds roughly to the smallest
dimension of our objects.

The parts are tracked using local key point descriptors
within their radius. Key points are a sparse set of points that
can be detected reliably from multiple views. An expressive
description makes sure that correspondences between key
points extracted from different views can be matched reliably.
As a sparse set of key points is used, calculating and matching
descriptors can be done relatively fast.

Our approach does not depend on the particular kind of
descriptors employed. In our experiments, key points and
descriptors were obtained using the Scale Invariant Feature
Transform algorithm [40]. We considered to add Maximally
Stable Color Regions [41], as in [25]. However, we found that
adding these features did not make a practical difference in
tracking for our set of objects (Sec. IV-A), as the observed
median difference in part locations was less than 1 cm.

B. Part recognition and movement detection

Our approach requires the detection of the movement of
each of the parts resulting from actions taken by the robot.
The inference of the scene segmentation is independent of the
method employed to detect these movement. We employed
an ‘eye in hand’ set-up, and compare the locations of key-
points [40] before and after a push to detect part motion.

Occasionally, false matches occur, even with powerful
descriptors. Although we do not assume objects are rigid,
we do approximate the movement of the object’s parts by
homogeneous transformations, which helps to filter out false
matches. We use the random sample consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm [42] to robustly find the rigid 3D transformation
of the local coordinate frame that explains most key-point
matches. In each iteration, a homogeneous transform is fitted
using singular value decomposition. In our experiments, we
used 100 iterations of the algorithm.

The transformation with the highest number of inliers is
accepted if it exceeds a fixed threshold (in our experiments,
a quarter of all matches with a minimum of six). We refit he
transformation using all found inliers for stability. The refitted
transformation is accepted if it has a higher number of inliers.

If the found transformation includes a translation of more
than a threshold of three cm (i.e., half of the distance that the
robot tries to push the object), we conclude the part has moved.
We considered adding a criterion based on pure rotations, but
this did not improve the performance of our method. If no rigid
transformation with sufficient inliers is found, we conclude
that the part is not visible in the scene, for example due to
occlusion of the object.

In our current set-up, we are limited to low-frequency
change detection instead of continuous tracking because of

Figure 3: Overview of our probabilistic segmentation ap-
proach. After every action, the resulting scene is observed (1)
and moving (gray) and non-moving (white) parts are identi-
fied (2). This data set D is subsequently used to update the
probability distribution over partitions s (3). This distribution
is approximated using samples (4).

the minimum distance to the scene (80 cm) required by our
sensor. In a hardware set-up with an independently positioned
sensor, continuous tracking might yield more robust results,
and could deal with textureless objects as well [43].

C. Interaction for probabilistic segmentation
To obtain a scene segmentation, the extracted object parts

have to be partitioned into groups corresponding to the objects
in the scene. Clues for this partitioning are provided by inter-
acting with the environment, which results in the movement
of objects. Observing this movement can resolve segmentation
ambiguities [14, 15].

Seeing parts move together is more probable when these
parts belong to the same objects. However, observed joint
movement does not guarantee that features belong to the same
object, as the robot’s sensors are noisy and objects that push
each other also result in joint movement. Therefore, we retain a
distribution over possible segmentations, rather than choosing
the most likely segmentation. As the movement resulting from
consecutive actions is observed, this distribution will generally
become narrower, and will have more probability mass at the
true segmentation. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Graphical Model and Notation: We represent a segmenta-
tion by a vector s = [s1, . . . , sN ]

T, with the elements si indi-
cating the object containing each of the N parts. For example,
the vector s = [1, 1, 2]

Twould indicate a segmentation where
the first two parts are assigned to the same object, while the
third part is assigned to a different object.

To infer a scene’s segmentation the robot has access only
to data set DT = {at,ot|t ≤ T}, where at is the index of the
pushed part at time t and ot the resulting observation vector.
Its jth value ot[j] is equal to 1 if part j was observed moving
at time step t, or 0 if it was observed to be still.
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t = 1, . . . , T
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Figure 4: Graphical
model for probabilistic
segmentation. Shown
are parameters, hidden
variables (open circles)
and observed variables
(shaded circles).

We assume that the probability
that an object moves is an un-
known constant θp if pushed, or
θnp if not pushed. The movement
of part n at time t is represented
with a latent binary variable mn,t.
This variable mn,t has the same
value for all parts belonging to
the same object: sn = sj =⇒
mn,t = mj,t. Part n is assumed to
be observed moving at time t with
an unknown, fixed probability θm
if the object to which it belongs
moved (mn,t = 1) or θnm if it did
not. The corresponding graphical
model is shown in Fig. 4.

Sampling approach for segmentation inference: The number
of possible segmentations grows exponentially as the number
of parts increases. Hence, calculating the probability of each
segmentation quickly becomes computationally intractable.
Nevertheless, we can approximate this distribution using sam-
ples, which can be drawn using Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods such as the Gibbs sampler [44]. Given data set DT ,
this approach produces samples from a joint distribution over
latent variables by iteratively selecting one latent variable, and
assigning it a value according to the assignment probability
conditioned on the assignment of all other sampled variables.
If we keep only every kth sample, we obtain independent
samples for sufficiently large k.

The parameters θp, θnp, θm and θnm can be marginalized in
closed form for conjugate priors. Elements si of s and mn,t of
m are sampled according to proposal distributions depending
on the current sampled values of all other elements of those
vectors, denoted by s\i and m\n,t:

p(si|s\i,a,m, α) ∝ p(m|a, s)p(si|s\i, α), and (1)

p(mn,t|DT , s,m\n,t) ∝ p(m|DT , s)
∝ p(o|m)p(m|a, s), (2)

exploiting the conditional independences expressed in the
graphical model (Fig. 4). The following subsections will
explain how we define the prior p(si|s\i, α), the movement
model p(m|a, s) and the observation model p(o|m) needed to
evaluate these expressions. Examples of samples drawn using
this approach are shown in Fig. 5.

Prior distribution over segmentations: The number of
objects in the scene is not assumed to be known. Hence,
a suitable non-parametric prior distribution p(si|s\i) over
partitionings s of n parts is given by the Chinese restaurant
process [45]. Given the assignment of the other parts s\i, part i
is assigned to an existing object j with a probability dependent
on the number of parts nj already assigned to that object:
p(si = j|s\i) = nj/(α + n − 1). However, with probability
p(si = J |s\i) = α/(α+n−1) the part can also be assigned to
a new object J , to which no other part has been assigned yet.
Due to the non-parametric nature of the Chinese restaurant
process, the number of objects does not need to be set in

(a) Test scene to be segmented. (b) True segmentation.

Prior Posterior Posterior
(0 actions) (5 actions) (15 actions)

(c) Samples of the distribution over segmentations s, coloring the parts
according to the object they are assigned to. The columns contain three
independent samples from the distribution after observing the effect of 0,
5 and 15 actions, respectively.

Figure 5: Samples of the distribution over segmentations of
a test scene. A priori, the number of objects as well as the
segmentation are unknown. Therefore, samples of the prior
are very different from each other. Over time, the number of
objects and the correct segmentation are inferred. The growing
consistency of the samples indicates decreasing uncertainty.

advance, but is learned from the data. The free parameter α
controls how often new objects are created by the generative
process. In our experiments, α was set to 1.

The movement model: To evaluate Eqs. (1) and (2), we
define a movement model

p(m|a, s) =

ˆ 1

0

ˆ 1

0

p(m|s, θp, θnp)p(θp, θnp|s)dθpdθnp

∝
ˆ 1

0

θ
α′

p
p (1− θp)

β′
p dθp

ˆ 1

0

θ
α′

np
np (1− θnp)

β′
np dθnp

∝
α′p!β′p!(

1 + α′p + β′p
)
!

α′np!β′np!(
1 + α′np + β′np

)
!
,

with factorizing conjugate prior

p(θp, θnp|s) = Beta(θp|αp, βp)Beta(θnp|αnp, βnp),

and α′p, α′np are the corresponding αp, αnp plus the number
of times an object moved given that it was pushed (α′p) or
not pushed (α′np). Similarly, β′p, β′np are the corresponding βp,
βnp plus the number of times an object did not move given
that it was pushed (β′p) or not pushed (β′np). We set the hyper-
parameters αp = βnp = αnp = βp = 1 to encode a uniform
prior.
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Figure 6: Statistical properties of visual features in previously-
seen scenes can be modeled. The visual likelihood of segmen-
tations of a new scene is combined with movement likelihood
to improve calculated segmentation probabilities.

The observation model: Analogous to the movement model,
we define the observation model

p(o|m) =

ˆ 1

0

ˆ 1

0

p(o|m, θm, θnm)p(θm, θnm)dθmdθnm

∝
ˆ 1

0

θ
α′

m
m (1− θm)

β′
m dθm

ˆ 1

0

θ
α′

nm
nm (1− θnm)

β′
nm dθnm

∝ α′m!β′m!

(1 + α′m + β′m)!

α′nm!β′nm!

(1 + α′nm + β′nm)!
,

with factorizing conjugate prior

p(θm, θnm) = Beta(θm|αm, βm)Beta(θnm|αnm, βnm).

The variables α′m, α′nm, β′m, β′nm express the number of parts
that were observed moving or not moving given movement
of the corresponding object, added to the respective hyper-
parameters αm = βnm = αnm = βm = 1. In subsequent
sections, we will need the data likelihood

p(DT |s) = Em [p(DT |m)|s] ≈ J−1
J∑
j=1

p(DT |mj),

using the conditional independence of DT from s and ap-
proximating the expectation with samples mj ∼ p(m|s).
Furthermore, we will need the observation probability

p(o|a, s,DT ) = Em [p(o|m)| a, s,DT ] ≈ J−1
J∑
j=1

p(DT |mj),

using the conditional independence of o and samples mj ∼
p(mj |a, s,DT ).

D. Integrating visual clues

In case we have access to vison data set Dvis besides
interaction data set DT , it is straightforward to adapt our model

p(s|DT ,Dvis) ∝ p(DT |s)p(Dvis|s)p(s),

under the assumption that data sets DT and Dvis are condi-
tionally independent (see Fig. 6). One important clue obtained
from vision is the spatial distribution of the parts in the scene.

t = 1, . . . , T

α

n = 1, . . . , N

mnt

at

θp θnp θm θnm

snµnxn

vσ

ont

Figure 7: Graphical representation of the extended model.

If we assume objects to be spatially compact, the locations
{xj |sj = k} of parts object k are clustered around some loca-
tion φk. We assume p(xj |φsj ) = N (xj ;µj ,Σ) to be a normal
distribution with µj = φsj . The variables φi are latent; a
conjugate prior over latent variables φk:p(φk) = N (φk;0, V )
allows marginalization in closed form. The desired likelihood

p(Dvis|s) =
∏
k∈K

¨
<2

p(φk)
∏
j∈Jk

p(xj |φsj )dφk

 ,

where K is the set of objects in the current segmentation and
Jk = {j|1 ≤ j ≤ N, sj = k} is the set of indexes of parts that
belong to object k. The extended model is shown in Fig. 7.

For simplicity, we assume the normal distributions to be
isotropic (Σ = σI , V = vI) and train the parameters σ and v
on a data set of already-segmented scenes using the method of
maximal marginal likelihood using a gradient ascent approach.
No additional tuning is required.

Our modeling approach is quite general: different kinds of
features (e.g., based on color or shape) can be integrated in
the model in the same manner. Only a suitable distribution
over the properties of the objects and their parts is required.
We chose the location feature due to its generality, as spatial
compactness holds for a wide variety of objects and scenes.

E. Maximizing mutual information for directed exploration

Our approach generates part models and approximates a dis-
tribution over segmentations regardless of the chosen actions.
However, if our robot deliberately chooses informative actions,
we expect useful object models to be learned faster [35–
37, 46]. Hence, we choose actions to maximize the mutual
information I (s;o|a,DT ), where s is the partition of the parts
into objects and o is the observed outcome of the action
targeted at part a at t = T + 1. The mutual information is
equal to the expected information gain of observing the result
of pushing part a given by

I (s;o|a,DT ) = Eo [DKL(p(s|o, a,DT )||p(s|DT ))|a,DT ]

= Es,o

[
log

(
p(s,o|a,DT )

p(o|a,DT )p(s|a,DT )

)∣∣∣∣ a,DT],
where DKL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The argument
of the logarithm is computed using

p(s,o|a,DT )

p(o|a,DT )p(s|a,DT )
=
p(o|s, a,DT )p(s|a,DT )

p(o|a,DT )p(s|a,DT )

=
p(o|s, a,DT )

Es′ [p(o|s′, a,DT )|DT ]
,
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as p(s|a,DT ) = p(s|DT ). The spaces S and O of possible
partitions and observations grow exponentially as the number
of parts increases. Hence, evaluating these expectations exactly
is infeasible. We can approximate these expectations using
samples (s(j),o(j)) ∼ p(s,o|a,DT ), j ∈ {1, . . . , J} and
samples s(k) ∼ p(s|DT ), k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, i.e., by computing

I (s;o|a,DT ) ≈ 1

J

∑
j

log

(
p(o(j)|s(j), a,DT )K∑
k p(o(j)|s(k), a,DT )

)
. (3)

The samples from p(s|DT ) can be obtained using the Gibbs
sampler described in Sec. III-C. Now, we sample from the
conditional p(o|s, a,DT ) to get a sample from p(o, s|a,DT ).
Furthermore, we need the conditional observation probability

p(o|a, s,DT ) =
p(o,DT |s, a)

p(DT |s)
,

as p(DT |s, a) = p(DT |s). We determine p(DT |s) as described
in Sec. III-C, and compute p(o,DT |s, a) similarly after adding
the potential action a and observation o to the actual actions
and observations in DT .

IV. EVALUATION

In the proposed approach, a robot uses probabilistic infer-
ence to segment a cluttered scene based on interaction data.
In this section, we will first introduce our general experi-
mental set-up in Sec. IV-A. Subsequently, in Sec. IV-B we
compare our probabilistic segmentation method to alternative
approaches on data gathered by a real robot. In Sec. IV-C,
we consider a scenario where action selection according to
the mutual information criterion is needed to learn efficiently,
and compare that strategy to random action selection. Finally,
we evaluate the inclusion of a likelihood term based on the
visually observed spatial distribution of object parts in addition
to interaction data in Sec. IV-D.

A. Experimental set-up and quality measure

Figure 8: The set of 12 ev-
eryday objects used in our ex-
periments. We included objects
of different shapes and an ar-
ticulated object (train), a de-
formable object (cloth bundle)
and a flexible object (basket).

We evaluated our ap-
proach using a 7 degrees of
freedom Mitsubishi PA-10
robot arm. A RGBD cam-
era, a force-torque sensor,
and a rod used to ma-
nipulate the objects were
mounted on the arm’s end
effector (see Fig. 1). Hence,
the robot could move the
camera to observe the scene
from different perspectives.
The force-torque sensor al-
lowed the robot to register
forces exerted on the rod, which allowed the robot to au-
tonomously stop its motion in case of unexpected collisions.
The camera was calibrated. Consequently, observations taken
from different points of view could be aligned straightfor-
wardly by transforming them to the robot’s coordinate frame.
Since the table location is known, observed parts not belonging
to the scene on the table could automatically be removed.

(a) Observation (b) Integration

(c) Push (d) Observation

Figure 9: Illustration of the exploration phase. (a) The robot
observes the scene, obtaining an incomplete point cloud from
one perspective. (b) Percepts from multiple perspectives are
integrated and patches are extracted (part centers shown as
blue spheres). (c) A push is selected (bottom, blue sphere)
and executed. (d) The resulting scene is observed and the patch
centers are registered as moving (green) or non-moving (red).

The robot was presented with a cluttered scene of novel
objects taken from the set shown in Fig. 8. These objects
were set up on a table next to the robot. The robot interacted
with the scene, pushing the selected part near its center in a
direction based on its estimated surface normal. After every
action, the scene was observed from three different view points
in order to update the distribution over partitions of the parts
into objects (Sec. III-C). The entire procedure is illustrated in
Fig. 9. Performing this procedure took about one minute for
each action, most of which was used by actual movement of
the robot. Our robot was not moving at maximum speed to
keep operation controlled and safe.1

Quality measure: After every action, the robot updates
its posterior probability distribution over segmentations. Parts
that belong to the same object according to the ground truth

1A video showing our set-up is available at: http://youtu.be/GQYP2eYaGks.
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Figure 10: Inference of scene segmentations using different
inference methods. Parameter learning increases initial uncer-
tainty in the probabilistic model, which reduces segmentation
quality initially. The error bars and shaded areas show the
standard error.

(human annotation), should be assigned likewise by the robot.
The robot decides the parts should belong to the same object
if the majority of samples assigns them so (and vice versa).

Following Fowlkes and Mallows [47], the quality measure
we used was the correspondence

B =
|P ∩Q|√
|P ||Q|

, (4)

where Q and P are the set of pairs of parts that belong to
the same object according to the human annotation (Q) or
according to the model’s prediction (P ), and | · | denotes a
set’s cardinality. This correspondence is zero if ground truth
and prediction do not agree on any pair of parts. Conversely,
the correspondence is one if they agree on all pairs.

B. Interactive segmentation experiment

During interaction with its environment, the robot obtained
information that allowed it to narrow down its distribution over
possible segmentations. The number of objects and the way
the parts should be assigned to those objects were inferred
simultaneously with the parameters θp, θnp, θm and θnm.

We compared our probabilistic model to two heuristics
commonly employed in the field of interactive segmentation.
Neither of these baselines directly re-implements a partic-
ular approach from the literature: interactive segmentation
approaches usually have a strong interdependency between
set-up, sensing, representation, inference and action selection,
making it difficult to execute such a direct comparison in a
fair manner. These baselines are:

Rigid motion approach: If parts do not follow the same
rigid transformation, they need to belong to different objects.

Pairwise approach: Two parts belong together if co-
movement is observed more often than separate movement,
independently from any other parts.

The set of twelve different objects (Fig. 8) was used to
create fifteen initial set-ups consisting of four objects each.
The robot explored these objects using fifteen random actions.
Only motion data was used in this experiment. The same data
set was used for all methods.

Discussion: In the segmentation task, we evaluated the
quality of the segmentation the robot inferred through interac-
tion. The robot learned continuously from its own experience,
without an annotated training set or reward signals.

The experiment required inferring the segmentation of
scenes composed of rigid and non-rigid objects using just
movement data. Considering these circumstances, both the
pairwise method and our full model did quite well. Both
comparison methods were outperformed by our probabilistic
segmentation approach (see Figs. 10 and 11). Our approach
attained an average quality of 0.86 in contrast to 0.80 for the
pairwise method. This difference is a relevant step towards
perfect segmentations (1.00). The rigid motion method is
sensitive to tracker errors, and attained an average quality of
only 0.52. After 15 actions all methods except for the rigid
motion method appear to have converged. Our probabilistic
approach needed only nine actions for half of the trial runs to
attain a segmentation quality of at least 0.85, while this quality
was not reached within 15 actions for the pairwise and rigid
motion methods (see Figs. 10 and 11).

Figure 11: Scene segmentations
using different inference meth-
ods. Bars show the median
number of actions needed, er-
rorbars indicate the interquar-
tile range where it is different
from the median. Trials were
cut off after 15 actions.

Our scenario is different
from that of related work
in terms of the available
knowledge. Related work
often focused on scenario’s
where knowledge of the ob-
jects’ movement type (e.g.,
rigid transformation) were
given to the robot [7, 12,
16, 19, 33], whereas in our
case only the occurence of
movement was used. This
additional flexibility has the
cost that we usually need
more actions than these re-
lated approaches. For exam-
ple, parameters of our prob-
abilistic model (θp, θnp, θm
and θnm) are learned rather
than tuned which increases
uncertainty in the beginning
of the experiment, reducing
performance of our learned
model relative to manually
specified models initially.
The baseline methods, on
the other hand, do not op-
timally exploit the information in larger data sets. One cause
for occasional failure in all of the methods was that the tracker
system occasionally loses certain parts (see Sec. IV-C).

A qualitative advantage of our method over the pairwise
method is that it respects the transitivity of the ‘belongs to
the same object’ relation: if part i and j belong together and
so do j and k, the same necessarily holds for i and k. The
pairwise method cannot guarantee this consistency.
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Figure 12: Top-view of the set-up, with the robot located
outside of the illustration on the left-hand side. In the initial
set-up, two objects are visible to the robot but outside of its
workspace (indicated by the red arc). After the tenth action
(left), those objects are moved manually within the robot’s
workspace (right). This movement is not used in inference.
After observing the resulting situation, the robot continues
with the eleventh action.

C. Action selection experiment

In a second experiment, we evaluate how much the robot
gains by exploiting its knowledge of the segmentation uncer-
tainty to select more informative actions. When all objects
can be manipulated equally easily, random action selection
performs fairly well as it tends to distribute actions evenly
over all objects. However, objects are not always consistently
reachable. Some objects might even be entirely out of the
robot’s workspace, and can only be manipulated later.

Therefore, we used a set-up similar to the previous exper-
iment, however, every scene included five objects of which
two were initially placed outside of the robot’s workspace.
The objects were selected from the set shown in Fig. 8, and
ten independent trials were executed. After training on the
three remaining objects for ten actions (using a random action
selection strategy), these objects were placed such that they
became reachable to the robot (Fig. 12 ).

Subsequently, five more actions were executed using one
of two action selection strategies: selecting actions at random
or according to the maximal mutual information criterion
(Sec. III-E). To speed up computation, we set the parameters
θnp, θp, θm, θnm to their MAP estimate using the data gathered
in the previous experiment. Action selection took less than one
second. The action’s resulting movement was used to infer the
segmentation using our probabilistic approach.

Discussion: The results of the action selection experiments
are shown in Fig. 13. After the first ten actions, three objects
initially in the workspace had been explored using random
actions. When two initially out-of-reach objects were intro-
duced into the workspace, random actions were divided over
all five objects, with a bias toward objects that were already
in the robot’s workspace. This bias might occur because those
objects tended to be closer to the robot after the initial pushes,
so more of their parts were reachable to be pushed. The action
selection strategy employing the mutual information criterion
focused explorative actions on the novel objects, overcoming
the bias observed in the random strategy.

Analysis of segmentation errors: Our probabilistic inter-
active segmentation approach, whether employing actions

Figure 13: Action selection experiment. On the left, the
segmentation quality is shown starting from the tenth action,
when two objects are moved inside the robot’s workspace.
The right graph shows the mean number of pushes directed at
existing and newly introduced objects during this period. The
shaded areas show the standard error.

Timesteps lost, # 0 1-3 4-7 8-14
Occurence, % 65% 15% 9% 11%

Mean error contribution -1.6 -2.1 -2.3 -4.8

Table I: The tracker sometimes fails to localize parts. The
stated contribution is the number of pairs of parts including
the lost part that do not contribute to |P ∩ Q| in the quality
measure (Eq. 4). Shown are only parts that moved at least
once during the experiment to avoid confounding movement
and tracking success.

deemed maximally informative or not, often does not attain
the maximally possible segmentation quality of 1.0. We in-
vestigated a number of possible causes to understand where
our set-up or algorithms can be improved.

First of all, we looked at our sampling method. Multimodal
posterior distributions can cause Markov Chain samplers to get
stuck in suboptimal local maxima of the likelihood function.
In that case, we expect chains with different starting points
to reach different local maxima. We compared chains starting
with all parts in their own cluster, all parts in a single cluster,
or with the ground truth (ensuring we are near a good local
maximum). The mean segmentation quality after observing 15
actions was, respectively, 0.79, 0.80, and 0.80, with a standard
deviation of 0.07 in each case. The likelihood values of the
samples were comparable as well. Therefore, local maxima
are unlikely to explain failures in our experiments.

Next, we looked at tracking errors. Sometimes, the tracker
seems to recognize a part but returns the wrong location. Such
false positives only occur in about 1% of the parts during
each trial run, and can be handled as noise by our method.
Losing track of parts happen more often, e.g. during occlusing
or illumination changes (Tab. I). Occasionally failures can
be handled by our method, but about 11% of the parts are
lost for more than half of the 15 time steps, which decreases
the system’s performance. Tracker performance is therefore a
target for future improvement (Sec. III-B).
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Figure 14: Experiment with random actions and set-ups with a
cluster of four objects. Especially when little interaction data is
available, knowledge about visual features (spatial proximity)
helps to infer the correct segmentation. Shaded areas show the
standard error.

Figure 15: Experiment with mutual information action se-
lection and set-ups with one cluster of three objects and
one isolated object. On scenes where one object is initially
separated, visual features are more powerful. Shaded areas
show the standard error.

D. Integration of motion and visual clues experiment

As suggested in Sec. III-D, we combined the observed
movement data with visually observed properties, in this case
the spatial arrangements of objects in the beginning of the
experiment. The parameters of the likelihood model are set
by maximizing the marginal likelihood on a separate data
set of 20 scenes. The likelihood parameters of the motion
model were again set to their MAP values. We performed
two experiments with different action selection criteria.

Random actions: We evaluated the model with and without
the additional visual clues on 10 sequences from the data
set used in Sec. IV-B for which the visual information was
available (in each, 15 random actions were performed). The
results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 14.

Informative actions: We performed twelve trials with the
objects set up in two clusters: one containing three objects
and the other with a single object (from the set in Fig. 8).
In this set-up, we evaluate how action selection using the
mutual information criterion can exploit information from
static features. We hypothesize that exploration will focus on
the larger cluster which is visually more ambiguous. Results
from this experiment are shown in Figs. 15 and 16.

Figure 16: Experiment with mutual information action selec-
tion and set-ups with one cluster of three objects and one
isolated object. We show the cumulative count of pushes
targeted at the isolated object during the indicated sequence
length. The shaded area represents the standard deviation of a
binomial distribution.

Discussion: At the start of the experiments, no interaction
data were available so the baseline approach guessed blindly.
When using the static visual features, we obtained much better
results. As interaction data became available, the gap between
the approaches diminished but the method that employed
additional static visual features stayed numerically better.

As shown in Figs. 15 and 16, in case we started with one
object separated from the other objects, the robot avoided
this object in subsequent exploration. Only after exploring
the remaining cluster of objects, the robot targeted the single
object more frequently.

In related work, visual clues were often used to provide a set
of hypothesis to be confirmed by interaction [16, 25, 33]. In
contrast, in our method we regard both visual and interactive
clues as (noisy) information channels. Instead of maintaining
a discrete set of hypothesis, our method assigns a, usually
non-zero, probability to any possible segmentation. This view
allows information fusion from both channels in a principled
way. Parameters for the visual feature model were determined
by training on previous (known) scene segmentations, allowing
knowledge to be transferred between scenes. Hence, no manual
tuning was needed for setting the hyperparameters of the visual
feature model and for the integration of visual features and
interaction features.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a part-based, probabilistic
approach to interactive segmentation. Our approach aims at
minimizing human intervention: the robot learns from the
effects of its actions, rather than human-given labels, and the
amount of tuning needed is limited by employing Bayesian
methods (enabling important parameters to be marginalized
given largely uninformative hyper-priors) and machine learn-
ing approaches to parameter setting (maximum marginal like-
lihood).

Our experiments showed that, firstly, our approach functions
and is relatively robust to noise and co-movement, even
in a complicated real-world environment including tracking
failures and co-movement of different objects. As we employ
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a probabilistic representation, our robot has knowledge on the
segmentation uncertainty. This knowledge can be exploited to
select more informative actions. In a second experiment, we
have shown that our information-theoretic scheme for action
selection enables the robot to learn faster about new objects
in its environment then a random baseline, by directing more
explorative actions at those novel objects.

Another advantage of a probabilistic representation is that
it offers a straightforward way to integrate clues for different
sources, as conditionally independent clues can be integrated
by multiplying their likelihood functions together. Specifically,
we studied a spatial proximity feature. We avoided hand-tuning
of the hyper-parameters of the spatial likelihood model by
learning them from a set of scenes the robot has previously
interacted with. The learned parameters allowed knowledge
on typical spatial structures to be transferred to new scenes.
We have shown that this transfer makes determination of the
underlying segmentation substantially faster and can focus
action selection to the most ambiguous parts of the scene.

Possible future research topics to improve performance in-
clude improving tracking performance, integrating more visual
clues, such as color clues, and making the Markov Chain more
efficient by a larger variety of moves.
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